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Tenders & Toys
---

37’ Intrepid 2014 with cutty cabin, day head, dive door, microwave, 
refrigerator and own generator, 18” Zodiac RIB, 3 x paddleboards, one 
is electric, 2 x Yamaha WaveRunners, 1 x stand up jet ski, 2 x kayaks, 2 x 
wakeboards, 4 x sets of water skis for adults and children, 1 x kneeboard, 
water trampoline, towable inflatables - donut, banana, snorkel gear - for 
adults and children, fishing gear, 2 x Seabobs - available in the winter 
season, docking stations at the swim platform for WaveRunners, free 
weights/yoga mats, Precor elliptical machine, spinning bicycle, gazebo, 
beach tables and chairs, and portable Weber BBQ for beach bbq’s. 
---

Specifications
---

Length 164’ 0” ( 49.99m ) 
Beam 31’ 0” ( 9.45m ) 
Draft 8’ 5” ( 2.57m ) 
---

Year Built 2009 / 2014 
Exterior Designer Bill Garden 
Builder Westport 
Hull   GRP 
Classification  ABS 
Cabins  6 
Guests  12 
Crew  11 
Max. Speed   25 
Cruising Speed 17 
---

Sales Price 
Charter From $275,000 
---
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    Alfresco dining

    Main aft deck bar     Main aft deck
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    VIP stateroom

    VIP bathroom
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    Upper deck bar

    Sky lounge
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    Bridge deck aft

    Upper deck bow     Upper deck bow
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    Sun deck with day head

    Sun deck with day head

    Sun deck with day head
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“Thanks so much for everything. By far the best vacation I’ve ever had. All the activities, 
interaction, and service were way over the top. Boat is awesome and the crew is exceptional. 
Thanks to the owner for allowing us to experience this and a big thank you to the crew for 
making the trip all the more special. I’m leaving feeling like I have 11 new friends. Thanks 
for everything.”
---
A.L

“This has been the very best experience I have ever been involved in. The boat is beautiful 
and the staff/crew is amazing. I already want to plan to do this again real soon.”
---
M & L.H

“Thank you all for this amazing week. Could not say thank you enough for all of Aquavita 
crew, for their hard work and kind hearts! The boat is beautiful and the food was 
phenomenal. Hope to charter again with you guys, because nothing else can top this!”
---
H & S.D

“Where do we start? From the moment we stepped onboard we felt ever so special! Not 
only is this the most spectacular yacht we have ever been on, but the crew could not have 
been nicer! What a talented group Aquavita has! The personal service was lovely, the table 
settings were simply gorgeous and the meals were over the top! We are so touched by the 
beautiful DVD slide show. We’ll never forget the wonderful time we had. We will look back 
forever on this week forever with such fond memories. Thank you all for making our stay 
so incredible!”
---
T & J.J

“Thank you so much to the entire crew of Aquavita for making our first charter the most 
amazing experience of my life. From the personal service to the detail of the excursions 
everything has been exceptional and beyond our expectations. No detail (small or big) has 
been missed! We now have another boating family that we feel blessed to have met. This 
yacht is simply amazing and I cannot wait to be with the crew again very soon. Thank you 
again!”
---
L.G
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